
Composting	  basics	  FOR	  FOODWASTE	  
 

Recipe	  of	  Ingredients:	  
• Carbon-nitrogen ratio is important. 3 units of Carbon to 1 unit of Nitrogen best, 2-1 okay.  

 
• Carbon: dried leaves, dried grass clippings, chopped up straw, sawdust and wood shavings, shredded paper and 

newspapers, Guinea pig, rabbit and chicken bedding. 
 

• Nitrogen is your food waste – produce trimmings and egg shells mostly. Don’t put a whole chicken carcass in, but 
a few chicken remains on a plate scraping is fine (the bones won’t break down, so screen them out later). Fish 
products only in small amounts when you’ve gained more experience in pile management. Cheese, dairy, bread, 
pastas are fine - break them into smaller pieces. (If you want coffee grounds:  Cafe Lemont produces 10-15 
gallons grounds a week;  Starbucks on Atherton by Wegman's has a trash can out back devoted to "coffee 
grounds for compost.") 

 
• Inoculant - Dirty soil (not sterilized topsoil) including soil from surrounding ground, old soil from vegetable and 

flower beds, or finished compost from elsewhere. Horse or other vegetarian animal manure is good - meat-eater 
manure is not. 

 
• Air - air simply happens through turning the pile at the right intervals. The "right intervals" are going to be 

dependent on the state of your pile, outside weather, and what you feel like doing. 
o For super high speed compost: Once your pile reaches a good size (about 3x3x3 cubic feet), let it sit for 

about 10 days, then “flip” or move it, and mix things up when you do so. Flip once every 10 days for 30 
days, for a grand total of 4 flips. Then let it “cure” for 30 or more days.  

o For lazy composting, no flipping required. It will eventually break down! Sit back and enjoy   
 

• Water -- foodwaste is 90 percent water, so it's unlikely you need to add water when you build your pile. If you 
discover it is dry when you turn it, then sprinkle in water. I use a watering can with a rose bud to help 
disperse/sprinkle. Add water in layers as you build your pile. Remember the squeeze test: grab a fistful of 
materials and if you get a little moisture beading out between fingers, good. If it drips, too much water; if no 
moisture, then too dry. 

	  
Collection	  Methods:  
 

• set up a bucket or container with lid on your counter 
• when it gets full, dump your small container into your outdoor pile directly, or in a holding station in your garage 

or porch.  
• Always mix your “dump” with 2 to 3 units of carbon 
• Until your “dump” is into the outdoor pile, always keep your compost materials covered for odor and pest control 
• Consider using a wheeled bin so that you can move your collected materials around. Or, at least be able to 

access your storage bin with a wheelbarrow. Don't forget that food waste is very, very heavy. A 5 gallon paint 
bucket full of food waste can weigh 40 pounds! (90 percent water) 

 
Moving	  your	  piles	  around:	   At present, I remain convinced that no compost bin out there can replace the tried and 
true method of shoveling a pile and "flipping it". So, when flipping a pile, ideally you want to carry the compost over as 
short a distance as possible and not use a wheelbarrow. To that end, bins that are movable are great. Katherine's bins 
were great, but if you are not handy with tools, you can simply drive 2 or 3 t-bar stakes into the ground, and wrap 
chicken wire or other metal fencing around in a loose circle (or square, whatever fits your space best). Once you've built 
your pile to size, let it compost a bit, and are ready to move it: peel your wrap off, pull out the stakes, and set up them 
up next to your original pile. Then shovel the material, trying to work the outsides of the original pile into the insides of 
the new pile. If your ground under the old pile is raw earth, try to cover it up with either new seeds/plants or leave a little 
bit of your first pile there so that it's not totally bare earth. I also use my piles to kill weed patches or parts of lawn that I 
want to convert into garden. Why did up turf and weeds when you can kill it with your pile, and moreover, enrich that 
spot as the compost juice drains to the ground? :)  


